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FOREWORD

Since World War II, supply-demand adjusters have been incorpo-

rated into many federal milk marketing orders. In different markets

the automatic price adjustments they provide are regulated by a variety

of provisions. Performance of adjusters varies; some appear to oper-

ate more effectively than others.

Few research findings are available to guide producer organizations,

handlers, and other interested parties in the evaluation of adjusters.

The North Central Regional Committee on Dairy Marketing Research

undertook this study to describe the characteristics of the various types

of adjusters, to relate the characteristics of an adjuster to its behavior,

and to provide other information that may be helpful in determining
desirable specifications for a supply-demand adjuster for a particular

market.

The cooperation of the United States Department of Agriculture
and of milk market administrators in the intensively studied markets

in supplying needed information is gratefully acknowledged. Basic

data for the markets studied in detail were obtained by members of

the subcommittee. Mrs. Patricia Barham and Mrs. Vivian Ytterhus

did most of the statistical work involved in the analysis. Members of

the regional committee offered helpful suggestions for the analysis and

presentation of the data.
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The Mechanics of Supply-Demand

Adjusters for Midwestern Milk Markets

SHELDON W. WILLIAMS, ROLAND W. BARTLETT, ELMER F. BAUMER,

TRUMAN F. GRAF, E. FRED KOLLER, GLYNN MCBRIDE,

and JOHN B. ROBERTS

Supply-demand adjusters are devices employed in many federal

order markets to adjust Class I
1

prices in response to changes in the

relationship between receipts of milk from producers and quantities

used in fluid milk, fluid cream, and other Class I products.
2

A major automatic pricing mechanism that operates with supply-

demand adjusters is the variation in the blend price
3 from month to

month that is associated with changes in the proportions of the milk

going into utilization categories that return different prices to pro-

ducers. In the Midwest, where prices for milk going into fluid use as

well as for surplus milk are related to manufacturing milk prices, use-

class prices are affected by changes in market prices for major manu-

factured dairy products, such as butter, cheese, evaporated milk, and

non-fat dry milk. Changes in the amount of the differential above

manufacturing prices paid for milk for fluid use, including seasonal

variations in that differential, also influence Class I prices in these

markets.4

Supply-demand adjustments are used along with these other price-

determining factors to give added consideration to local conditions

that it was believed should affect prices in individual markets. They
are intended to supplement other price determinants to bring about

timely responses in price to changes in that particular market in the

relationship between receipts of milk from producers and Class I sales.

A major objective of the U. S. Department of Agriculture in using

these adjusters has been to help keep supplies of milk in line with

1
In a few markets, supply-demand adjusters affect Class II as well as Class I

prices.
J
Products in which milk usage is considered in computing the ratio vary some-

what among markets. In Chicago, some of the usage taken into account is in

products which in that market are in Class II. In this bulletin, the usage referred

to is commonly termed "Class I sales."
1 The blend price is the uniform price paid to producers for their milk. It

is the average price paid per hundredweight for all milk in the pool.
4 This differential, which quite commonly is added to a formula price used to

approximate the price of manufacturing milk, is commonly termed the Class I

differential.
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needs in a particular market. Supply-demand adjusters, according to

the USDA, reduce prices when necessary without the need for coopera-

tive management to request hearings to lower prices. Although the use

of these adjusters does not eliminate the need for hearings to revise

prices, their use does reduce the frequency of hearings. In the USDA's

view, adjusters also make it less necessary for the USDA to prejudge
the need for price hearings in federal order markets.

History of Use of Supply-Demand Adjusters

Supply-demand adjusters for federal milk order markets were

first used in Boston in 1948, when an economic formula was used for

pricing milk. A supply-demand adjuster was provided to raise the

price of milk above the level prescribed by the formula if receipts from

producers fell below an indicated minimum relationship to Class I

sales, and to lower the price of milk if supplies exceeded an indicated

maximum relationship.
1

Supply-demand adjusters were soon included in the provisions for

pricing milk in Midwestern markets. Adjusters became effective in

St. Louis in 1949, and in Chicago, Detroit, and Milwaukee in 1951.

Class I prices in Midwestern markets were established at differentials

over manufacturing milk prices. By using an adjuster under such

conditions, the USDA indicated belief that relating the price of Class I

milk to the price of manufacturing milk was not, in itself, adequate to

maintain the desired balance between receipts from producers and

Class I sales on individual markets.

By November, 1960, the Class I prices in 51 of the 80 federal milk

marketing areas then regulated in the United States were affected by

supply-demand adjusters that were either in their own orders or else

in the orders of other markets on which their prices depended.
2 At

that time, 15 federal order markets in the North Central states and

Kentucky had their own adjusters. These markets were:

Chicago Southern Michigan Cincinnati

St. Louis Northeastern Ohio Tri-State3

Kansas City Minneapolis-St. Paul Columbus

Wichita Dayton-Springfield Toledo

Ft. Wayne South Bend-La Porte Southwest Kansas

1

Boston Milkshed Price Committee, A Recommended Basis of Pricing Class

I Milk in the Boston Market, processed, Boston Milk Market Administrator,

September, 1947, pages 46-48.
1
Markets considered as using supply-demand adjusters excluded Louisville-

Lexington, in which one had been specified but was not yet effective.
1
Part of the Tri-State marketing area lies outside the North Central states

and Kentucky.
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MARKETS USING INDEPENDENTLY COMPUTED ADJUSTER

A MARKETS IN WHICH PRICE WAS RELATED TO PRICE IN MARKET HAVING

AN ADJUSTER
MARKETS IN WHICH PRICES WERE NOT AFFECTED BY ADJUSTERS

O ADJUSTER SPECIFIED BUT NOT YET EFFECTIVE

Use of supply-demand adjusters in determining milk prices in

federal order markets in North Central Region, November, 1960.

(Fig. 1)

Ten additional markets in the region used Class I prices that were

related to the price established in one or more of the 15 markets using

supply-demand adjusters.
1 In these markets, most of which used prices

related to the prices established under the Chicago order, supply-

demand adjusters were indirectly effective. Fifteen other markets,

mostly in the northern and western parts of the Region, did not have

supply-demand adjusters of their own or prices that depended on those

established in markets that had supply-demand adjusters
2
(Fig. 1).

1

In one of those markets, Ozarks, the Class I price is dependent upon that in

St. Louis, 9 months of the year.
2 The Class I price in one of these markets, Neosho Valley, is maintained

within specified limits of prices in Oklahoma Metropolitan, which uses an adjuster,

and in Ozarks, which has a price indirectly affected by the St. Louis adjuster.
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Purpose of the Study

The supply-demand adjusters used in federal order markets differ

considerably in mechanics and in behavior. Some of the recent criti-

cisms of adjusters may stem from faults in behavior that perhaps

could be remedied by changing specifications for them. 1 This study

was made to improve understanding of how adjusters work. Its ob-

jectives were:

1. To describe the various types of supply-demand adjusters in use

in federal order markets of the North Central states and Kentucky.
2. To examine the movement of the major types of adjusters and

to analyze the effect of differences in the characteristics of the ad-

justers on their movement.

3. To provide other helpful information for appraising an adjuster

for a particular market.

SUPPLY-DEMAND ADJUSTERS IN FEDERAL

ORDER MILK PRICING

Why Used

Legal authority for the regulation of milk marketing under federal

milk orders rests in the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of

1937 as amended (7USC 601). This act states that it is the policy of

Congress to establish prices for milk that will reflect the price and

supplies of feed and other economic conditions affecting the supply

and demand for milk in the regulated marketing area. The USDA,
which regulates the marketing of milk under the authority of the Act,

has interpreted its price-setting responsibilities in these terms:

"The primary standard for establishing Class I prices under the Act is

the concept of equating the supply with the demand for milk in the mar-

keting area. The 'price of feeds, the available supplies of feeds, and other

economic conditions' referred to in the Act are taken into account as they
affect prospective market supply and demand conditions. The 'public inter-

est' is served by an adequate supply in terms of a reasonable price.

"Formula pricing plans have been developed to establish and maintain

Class I prices in accordance with these objectives. . . . Although formulas

. . . are effective in bringing about many of the price changes needed in

fluid milk markets, developments in the production of milk and market

sales often require changes in the relationships between milk prices and

1

Fcddersen, Howard C., The Supply-Demand Provisions in Federal Milk

Marketing Orders, mimeographed copy of talk given at the Seventh Annual Dairy

Industry Conference, University of Arizona, January 15, 1958, page 1.
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the selected formula factors. An indicator which has helped to call atten-

tion to the need for such adjustments in pricing methods is the comparison
of Class I sales with the total supply of producer milk available in a cur-

rent period, as compared to some normal or standard relationship of Class

I sales to supply."
1

Although pricing of milk for fluid use is oriented toward condi-

tions in a particular marketing area, intermarket movements of milk

can be expected if the price in that market gets out of line with prices

in other markets. The USDA has pointed out the consequences of

such price disparity:

"The level of Class I price in any market generally cannot exceed for

any length of time the cost of buying the milk in another supply area and

transporting it to the consuming market. If a price advantage exists long

enough for handlers to recognize the advantages of another supply, they
will change their buying arrangements. One of the most important guides
to the proper level of Class I prices in any given market is the cost of

alternative supplies."
1

A supply-demand adjuster affects prices in a local market or in a

group of closely related markets. In doing this, it also influences price

relationships between markets. Consideration should therefore be

given to maintaining reasonable intermarket price differentials when

using supply-demand adjusters.

Three types of surplus milk may be found in fluid milk markets.

First, seasonal surpluses, resulting mainly from seasonal changes in

the quantity of milk received from producers, are large in many mar-

kets. Second, day-of-the-week surpluses, resulting mainly from in-

creasing day-to-day variations in the quantities of packaged milk sold,

are of growing consequence. Third, there may be more or less year-

round surplus that represents a general excess of supplies over Class I

sales plus seasonal and short-term surpluses.
2

Supply-demand adjusters are employed to regulate the volume of

year-round surplus (if the market has one) and also to cope with

shortages. Despite differences in characteristics and in behavior, the

purpose of all supply-demand adjusters is to help maintain a "normal"

ratio of producer receipts to Class I sales on a year-round basis.

1

Dairy Division, Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. Department of Agri-

culture, Federal Milk Marketing Orders Their Establishment, Terms and Opera-

tion, U.S. Dept. Agr. Misc. Pub. 732, October, 1956, page 23.
1

Williams, Sheldon W., and Kerchner, Orval G., Disposing of Surplus Fluid

Milk in Midwestern Markets, Nor. Cen. Reg. Pub. 113, 111. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui.

664, September, 1960, pages 5-6.
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Concept of Normal Supply
To provide for a supply-demand adjuster in a market order, the

USDA has taken a past or existing relationship between producer re-

ceipts and Class I sales of milk in that market as the point of departure.

Thus the standard utilization percentage or percentages
1

employed

usually allow for the proportion of surplus milk that has been carried

on that market, not only as seasonal and short-time surpluses, but also

as year-round surplus. Supply-demand adjustments are intended to

reduce Class I prices only as the percentage of surplus goes above this

normal or base proportion, or add to the Class I price only as the

percentage of surplus falls below that level.

This normal relationship that serves as the basing point in a supply-

demand adjustment is not the same in all markets. Relative proportions
of surplus milk vary among markets and these differences help to

account for the variation in standard utilization percentages. Other

differences also are involved. A market like Chicago, which provides

emergency supplies of milk to other markets in periods of short pro-

duction, needs a wider margin of receipts over fluid sales than a market

which carries relatively little excess, such as Milwaukee or Toledo.

Determining which standard utilization percentage to use also in-

volves determining which markets to include in that standard. If

supply or sales areas overlap, independently computed adjusters may
not be satisfactory in markets that are comparatively close together.

Consequently "in some regions where a single pattern of Class I prices

appears to be appropriate the Class I prices for a number of markets

are calculated in terms of one supply-demand adjuster. The adjuster

may be computed in terms of the combined receipts and Class I sales

in all markets of the region or in terms of the principal market whose

price tends to dominate the region."
2

For example, before the Cleveland and Akron-Stark County orders

were consolidated, their supply-demand adjusters were computed on the

basis of the combined receipts and Class I utilization under both

orders. Similarly, Milwaukee and a number of other markets in the

general area have used Class I prices that depend on the Chicago Class I

price and thus reflect the effect of Chicago's supply-demand adjuster.

1

Standard utilization percentage refers to the annual or 2-month ratio of

producer receipts to fluid sales, or vice versa, used as a basing point in computing
the amount and direction of supply-demand adjustments.

*

Dairy Division, Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, Federal Milk Marketing Orders Their Establishment, Terms and

Operation, U.S. Dept. Agr. Misc. Pub. 732, October, 1956, page 23.
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Successful use of another market's supply-demand adjuster depends
on considerable similarity of market conditions. Use of the Chicago

supply-demand adjuster in Minneapolis-St. Paul lasted only 19 months.

Producers in Minneapolis-St. Paul objected to continuing the arrange-

ment, because they maintained that there were pronounced differences

in supply conditions in the two markets.

Although supply-demand adjustments are intended to maintain

indicated supply-demand relationships, it should be recognized that

pronounced and lasting changes in the seasonal pattern of supplies or

in the day-to-day pattern of sales of packaged milk may occur. Re-

view of the standard ratio is needed for such changes. For example,
a large increase in day-of-the-week variation in sales, such as might

accompany a pronounced shift to store sales, might require carrying

somewhat larger reserves of milk than previously.

RESPONSE IN MARKET SUPPLIES OF MILK

The extent to which a supply-demand adjuster affects the balance

between producer receipts and Class I utilization of milk appears to

depend largely on how effectively the adjuster shifts milk between the

fluid market concerned and alternative outlets, particularly for fluid

milk. Of course, by affecting price, the adjuster may have a little in-

fluence on the quantity of milk supplied by producers and on fluid milk

consumption in the market.

With minor exceptions, supply-demand adjusters operate directly

only on the price of that milk used in packaged milk and cream. Con-

sequently their effect on the blend price paid the farmer is less than

their effect on the Class I price. For example, in Chicago and Detroit

where, in most of 1959, adjusters were deducting the maximum amounts

permitted by order specifications, the respective reductions were 4 per-

cent and 8 percent of blend prices as compared with 6 percent and 11

percent of Class I prices. To illustrate the possible effect of changes in

the blend price of that magnitude on production, we might apply the

rate of response indicated in a recent study of the effect of price

on milk production.
1 Results suggest that over the long run (periods

of more than a year) the response in production to price reductions

of the extent described might be on the order of 1 to 4 percent.

Any direct effect of supply-demand adjustments on milk consump-
tion also appears to be slight. Effects of adjusters on the Class I price

of the extent mentioned (24 cents in Chicago; 44 cents in Detroit)

1

Halvorson, Harlow W., The Response of Milk Production to Price, Jour.
Farm Econ. 40:1101-1113, December, 1958.
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WISCONSIN

ILLINOIS

Location of zones 15-22 of Chicago milkshed. (Fig. 2)

are equivalent to changes in the price per quart of about 1/2 cent and

1 cent, respectively. These reductions in the consumer price would be

roughly 2 percent and 4 percent. Many studies indicate that milk con-

sumption responds much less than proportionally to changes in price.
1

These data suggest that price changes attributable to supply-demand ad-

justers are therefore unlikely to have much effect on milk consumption.

A study of changes in quantities of milk supplied to the Chicago

market in the outer zones of the milkshed suggests how price changes

may shift supplies of milk between markets. These zones (15-22)

include a supply area in northwestern Wisconsin that is from 265 to

385 miles from Chicago (Fig. 2). Considerable manufacturing milk

is processed in the area and limited alternative outlets for Grade A
milk have been developed. The area is much closer to Minneapolis-

St. Paul than to Chicago and is a potential source of supplies for the

Twin Cities market.

1 For example, see Rojko, Anthony S., The Demand and Price Structure for

Dairy Products, U.S. Dept. Agr. Tech, Bui. 1168, pages 88-112, 1957.
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Since this area is distant from Chicago, producer blend prices gen-

erally are less above manufacturing prices there than in most other

parts of the Chicago milkshed. Consequently the quantity of milk

supplied to the Chicago market from these zones probably is more re-

sponsive to comparatively small changes in price than the quantity

supplied to the market from closer zones. This is because milk plants

in these zones, rather than plants closer to the market, are more likely

to find alternative markets that are as attractive as Chicago.

The difference between the Chicago blend price in zone 18 and

the Class IV (butter-powder) price averaged 27 cents per hundred-

weight during the period 1944 to I960. 1 Because the difference fluctu-

ated widely from month to month, a 12-month moving average was

used to show trends. 2 As indicated by this 12-month average, the

differential was above the 16-year average in 1946, 1948, 1951-1952,

and 1956; below the average in 1944 and early 1945, late 1947, 1949-

1950, late 1953 till mid-1955, and 1957-1959 (Fig. 3).

The volume of milk for the Chicago market received in those zones

varied seasonally and also showed cyclical swings of several years'

duration. The 12-month moving average of those supplies showed a

long upswing in 1947 and 1948, a moderate increase about 1952, and

a gradual increase in 1957 and 1958. Declines occurred in 1950 and

in 1954.

Although adjustments in supplies available for Chicago were not

closely associated with changes in the differential, there was a relation-

ship between them. If the supplies curve is advanced 18 months, the

major upward and downward movements correspond fairly close with

major movements in the price differential (Fig. 4).
8
Although supplies

showed a definite tendency to respond to changes in price relationships,

it took from one to two years for the response to take place. Since

other influences also were at work, including a gradual increase in

supplies, the relationship was not close. 4

1

Price comparisons for the area were based on the difference between the

Chicago blend price for the 18th (310-325 mile) zone and the Chicago Class IV
price, which approximates prices paid for manufacturing milk in the area. This

comparison allows for the higher cost of shipping milk to Chicago from this area

than from areas closer to the city.

'The average for the 12-month period is plotted opposite the seventh month
in the period.

' The coefficient of correlation between the two series was slightly higher with

an advance in supplies of 18 months than with an advance of 24 months, and con-

siderably higher than with advances of 12, 6, or months.
4
Although the actual quantity of Chicago milk originating in these zones

increased over the period, the percentage of the market's supplies obtained from
these zones declined from 4.3 in 1945 to 3.7 in 1959.
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Index numbers of 12-month moving averages of the difference between the

18th zone blend price and Chicago Class IV price and producer deliveries in

zones 15-22 of the Chicago milkshed, 1944-1960. (Fig. 3)

INDEX (AV. FOR ENTIRE PERIOD -100)

EXCESS OF BLEND PRICE OVER CLASS IV

(12- MONTH MOVING AVERAGE)

SUPPLIES
(12- MONTH MOVING AVERAGE)
ADVANCED 18 MONTHS

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1952 1953 1954
4JUjANJULJANJU.UANOULaONJU.JAN
1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960

Index numbers of 12-month moving averages of the difference between the

18th zone blend price and Chicago Class IV price and producer deliveries

in zones 15-22 of the Chicago milkshed advanced 18 months. (Fig. 4)
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Decisions made by plants contributed much to the wide fluctuation in

supplies from these outer zones. In the late forties, mainly from 1946

through 1948, five plants entered the Chicago pool in zones 15-22.

Most of the expansion of supplies apparently was due to the influx of

these plants.

One of these plants left the Chicago market in 1950. Between 1954

and 1956, three more left the Chicago market and the other began

marketing part of its Grade A supplies elsewhere. Another plant,

which had shipped to Chicago longer, also left the market in this

period. Most of these changes occurred when the excess of the Chicago
blend price in the 18th zone over the Chicago price of Class IV manu-

facturing milk was below average.

Milk from two of the plants in this area which left the Chicago

market in the 1954-1956 period, and from that part of the area's sup-

plies diverted by a third, was shifted to the Minneapolis-St. Paul mar-

ket. These changes were induced because, from 1953 to 1956, blend

prices in this area averaged about 30 cents per hundredweight more for

the Minneapolis-St. Paul market than for Chicago.

The other plants in these zones that left the Chicago market in 1950

and in 1954-1956 did not sell milk regularly on any large fluid markets.

Most of them provided supplementary supplies of fluid milk to other

markets as needed, but manufactured the greater part of their milk in

the season of flush production. With reduced premiums over manu-

facturing prices obtained from the Chicago pool, managers of those

plants believed that they were able to pay producers a little more by

marketing their milk in this way than they could by continuing on the

Chicago market.

These data for the outer zones of the Chicago milkshed show that

some of its plants did shift to other markets in response to changes in

price relationships. In this instance, the market's milk supplies re-

sponded to price changes, indicating a supply-demand adjuster could

help to bring milk receipts more in line with needs. Because alterna-

tive markets for milk are quite competitive in these outer zones, the

response of milk supplies to changes in price may be greater there than

in other areas.

If delays in the response of milk supplies to changes in price as

indicated by these Chicago outer-zone data are characteristic, the use

of highly fluctuating adjusters is undesirable. An adjuster that changes

frequently, and by comparatively wide intervals, may not sustain an

indication of a changed relationship enough to convince plant manage-
ment that an adjustment is in order. If supplies do respond promptly
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to price changes, marked changes in a supply-demand adjustment will

bring about more timely adjustments than moderate changes that ex-

tend over a longer period. Definite examples of prompt response by
milk supplies to price changes, however, were not found in these data

or elsewhere in the study.

DESCRIPTION OF SUPPLY-DEMAND ADJUSTERS

In using a supply-demand adjuster, the USDA compares the rela-

tionship between producer receipts and Class I sales in a specified

period with a prescribed standard ratio. If the existing ratio of

receipts to Class I sales differs from the standard ratio, the Class I

price is varied by a computed supply-demand adjustment. This adjust-

ment reduces the price to producers when supplies exceed the pre-

scribed relation to fluid milk sales, and raises the price when supplies

are short. The receipts-Class I sales ratio used as a standard and the

amount of the adjustment per point of deviation between the standard

and the actual receipts-Class I sales ratio obviously influence the char-

acter and size of the adjustment. The total amount of the adjustment
is commonly limited, though the limits vary among markets. The

adjuster may be computed either on the basis of a uniform amount per

point of deviation or by brackets. The adjustment is also influenced by
the length of the base period used and by whether the ratio is expressed

as the quotient of Class I sales divided by producer receipts or as the

quotient of producer receipts divided by Class I sales.

The behavior of a supply-demand adjuster depends on its charac-

teristics in terms of these various features. The effects of differences in

each of these respects on the supply-demand adjuster is discussed

briefly in the following section. One must bear in mind that differences

in one characteristic may be offset by compensating differences in

another. For example, by modifying the rate of adjustment, it is pos-

sible to offset, or more than offset, the effects of a reversal of the

numerator and denominator in computing the ratio between producer

receipts and Class I sales.

Characteristics

Length of base

Adjusters commonly have bases either of 2 months or of 12 months.

Adjusters with 2-month bases are more sensitive to changes in rela-

tionships between producer receipts and Class I sales, including short-

term changes, than are adjusters with 12-month bases. Even though
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short-base adjusters are used in conjunction with standard utilization

percentages that take into account the normal seasonal pattern in the

receipts-Class I sales relationship for that market, they also are affected

by abnormalities and shifts in that seasonal pattern. Adjusters using

12-month bases largely avoid this difficulty.

Manner in which ratio is computed

The ratio between producer receipts and Class I sales may be com-

puted either as the quotient of receipts divided by sales or as the

quotient of sales divided by receipts. If producer receipts are con-

siderably in excess of Class I sales, with a given change in the rela-

tionship the quotient of receipts divided by sales will vary by an

appreciably larger number of percentage points than will the quotient

of sales divided by receipts.
1 For instance, assume a market selling 25

million pounds of Class I milk monthly in which producer receipts

change from 35 million pounds in a given month of one year to 40

million pounds in the same month a year later. Monthly ratios for the

two years computed in the two ways would be:

Receipts divided Sales divided

by sales by receipts

First year 140 percent 71 percent
Second year 160 percent 62 percent

Change 20 points 9 points

The ratio obtained by dividing sales by receipts expresses the rela-

tionship in the form in which utilization ratios are commonly pub-

lished in statistical reports. Also, because the ratio thus computed

responds more to a given change in supplies when receipts approxi-

mately equal sales than when receipts considerably exceed sales, it has

the possibly desirable attribute of being a little more sensitive when

supplies are short than when they are long.

1 With the quotient computed by dividing Class I sales by producer receipts, a

given change in the quantity of receipts changes the ratio by less and less as

receipts increase relative to sales. In practice this effect is not pronounced over

the usual range in the ratio in a particular market. The problem of the differ-

ences obtained depending on the manner in which the ratio is computed can be

resolved by the use of logarithms. If amounts of receipts and of Class I sales,

respectively, are converted to logarithms, it would not matter how the ratio were

computed, as the quotient in either case would be the absolute difference between

the two logarithms. To employ this solution, it would be necessary to use a scale

of price adjustments based on the absolute values of the difference between the

logarithm of producer receipts and the logarithm of Class I sales.
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Accelerator or accumulator

A device termed an "accelerator" is commonly employed with a

12-month base to move the adjuster farther up or down than the 12-

month moving average would in periods of either continuing upward
or continuing downward movement of the ratio of producer receipts

to Class I sales. Thus an accelerator causes an adjuster that uses a

12-month base to be more responsive to changes in conditions during
the latter part of the 12-month period than the 12-month average would

be without an accelerator. 1 The behavior of the accelerator used with

the Chicago supply-demand adjuster is analyzed in the appendix.
A somewhat similar device, termed an "accumulator," is employed

in some markets such as Kansas City in which the supply-demand

adjuster has a 2-month base. As used in those markets, an accumulator

increases the amount of the adjustment if the current ratio of milk

receipts to Class I sales persistently remains either above or below

normal. In conjunction with an accumulator, however, a lower than

usual basic rate of adjustment is used. Thus the accumulator in

reality is a decelerator designed to hold down adjustments except as

the ratio of receipts to Class I sales displays a continuing deviation

from normal in a given direction. In practice an accumulator has more

moderating influence as adjustments increase in size (whether posi-

tively or negatively) than as they move back toward zero. These

effects are illustrated in the analysis of the behavior of the Kansas City

accumulator in the appendix.

Tolerance zone

In some orders specifications for the supply-demand adjuster pro-

vide a range in the standard utilization percentages within which no

adjustments are computed. This "tolerance" zone, which varies in

different markets from 2 to 10 points, in effect provides a range within

which the ratio of producer receipts to fluid sales is considered normal.

Size of standard utilization ratio

The standard utilization ratio employed is commonly based on a

normal relationship for that market between producer receipts and

Class I sales (page 10). Thus the size of the ratio may vary consider-

ably depending on how closely producer receipts have been adjusted
to Class I sales historically, or on some other basis deemed appropriate

by the USDA. It is important that the level of the norm employed be

1
Neither an accelerator nor an accumulator will increase an adjustment once

it reaches the prescribed limit.
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properly related to the Class I differential in the market, so that the

differential and the adjuster, in combination, produce an appropriate

Class I price.

Rate of adjustment

The amount the Class I price is adjusted per point of deviation

from the standard utilization percentage varies among markets. Natur-

ally, with a change of a given number of percentage points, the higher

the rate the larger the adjustment.

In some markets the rate of adjustment has varied with the season.

For example, until recently the adjuster used in St. Louis provided for

adjustments of 1 cent per point of deviation in April through June,

3 cents in September through November, and 2 cents in other months.

One reason for the difference was that the Class I differential varied

widely during the year.
1 In the spring, when the differential was 70

cents, adjustments at the rate of 3 cents per point could have been

large in relation to the differential. In the fall, when the Class I

differential was $1.45, adjustments at the rate of 3 cents per point were

not excessive.

In markets where adjustments are by brackets rather than at a

uniform rate per point, the adjustment per point of deviation may
vary somewhat depending on the total amount of deviation. As a rule,

the differences in rates of adjustment between the various brackets

are not pronounced.

Limits to adjustment

In most markets where milk used in fluid milk products is priced

on the basis of a formula that involves a differential over prices paid

for milk for manufacture, limits are set to the amount supply-demand

adjusters may add to or subtract from the Class I price. Limits are

commonly the same for both plus and minus adjustments. In some

cases, effective limits are set by provisions that hold the market's Class

I price within specified limits of prices in one or more other markets.

In general, limits are wider in markets where Class I prices are con-

siderably above manufacturing price levels than in markets where

Class I prices are close to manufacturing price levels (Table 1). This

relationship reflects the need to keep fluid milk prices closer to manu-

facturing price levels in areas of abundant milk supplies than in areas

of limited supplies.

1 The differential is the amount added to the basic manufacturing price in

determining the Class I price.
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Table 1. Relation of Limits to Supply-Demand Adjustment to Average
Monthly Class I Price Differential, November, I960*

Market
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1. Thirteen adjusters use a 2-month base, and two use a 12-month

base.

2. Ratios are expressed about equally as the quotients of sales

divided by receipts and of receipts divided by sales.

3. Standard utilization percentages are mainly in the range from

70 to 79 in markets where the ratio is the quotient of sales divided by

receipts, and from 139 to 130 where the ratio is the quotient of receipts

divided by sales.

Table 2. Summary of Major Characteristics of Supply-Demand
Adjusters in Effect in 15 North Central Markets, November, I960*

Ratio computed Ratio computed
by dividing by dividing

sales by receipts receipts by sales

2-month 12-month 2-month 12-month
base base base base

Total number of markets . . 6 1 1 1

Standard utilization per-

centages (average for

year, if monthly)
Number of markets
Under 70 1 ... Over 140
70-79 4 1 139-130 5 1

Over 80 1 ... Under 130 2

Rate of adjustment
Uniform per point
Number of markets 41 l

b
1

Minimum adjustment. ... \.5

Maximum adjustment. . . 3ff

Average adjustment 2A 2 $t H
Bracket
Number of markets 2

Minimum adjustment. ... 3 ... 2 ...

Maximum adjustment. .. 3jf ... 3f ...

Average adjustment 3^ ... 2.Si

Use accelerator or accumulator
Number of markets 1 3 1

Limits to adjustment
11

Number of markets (
e
) (

e
)

21-30ff 2 1 1

31-40<f 2 ... 1

41-50^ 2" ... 3

Excludes adjuster prescribed for Louisville-Lexington, which was not yet in effect, and
Milwaukee adjuster, which uses the adjustment computed for the Chicago market.

b Excludes 3 markets in which adjustment varied from 1<( to 3<f per point depending on
the operation of an accumulator.

c Uses approximate averages for Ft. Wayne, for which rates and limits varied seasonally
and in some cases differed for plus and minus adjustments.

d Aside from limits imposed to keep prices in line with prices in other markets or to

prevent contraseasonal price adjustments.
Excludes Wichita, Southwest Kansas and St. Louis, respectively, which had no specific

limits to the supply-demand adjustment.
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4. Most commonly prices are adjusted 2 or 3 cents per hundred-

weight per point of deviation from the standard utilization percentage.

5. Accelerator devices are used with both 12-month adjusters, and

accumulators are used with 3 of the 13 2-month adjusters.

6. Limits are specified for 12 of the 15 adjusters.
1 These range

from 24 cents to 50 cents. In general, limits are smaller for markets

like Chicago and Minneapolis-St. Paul, where Class I prices are rela-

tively low, than in markets where Class I prices are farther above the

price of manufacturing milk. In the majority of these markets, limits

were less than 10 percent of 1960 average Class I prices.

In November, 1960, 15 independently computed supply-demand

adjusters were in use in markets outside the North Central Region.

Examination of their characteristics brings out these similarities and

differences with adjusters used in the North Central Region:

1. Most outside adjusters use 2-month bases, as is true for adjust-

ers within the North Central Region.

2. A larger proportion of the markets outside the North Central

Region than of those within use ratios computed by dividing producer

receipts by Class I sales.

3. Since markets outside the North Central Region are more typi-

cally in areas of limited supplies, their standard utilization percentages

commonly are nearer to 100 than those in North Central markets.

4. Rates of adjustment per point of deviation from normal appear

generally to be about the same as those in North Central markets.

5. Limits to adjustments tend to be wider than in North Central

markets.

ADJUSTER OPERATIONS IN SIX NORTH CENTRAL MARKETS

For intensive study of the characteristics and behavior of supply-

demand adjusters, case studies were made of six of the largest markets

in the region: Chicago, Detroit (now Southern Michigan), St. Louis,

Cleveland (now Northeastern Ohio), Minneapolis-St. Paul, and

Kansas City.
2

Types of Adjusters

Major features of the adjusters in these markets on November 1,

1960, and a summary of major changes in the adjuster in each market

1 The St. Louis adjuster has no limits. For Wichita and Southwest Kansas,
limits are specified in terms of price relationships to other markets rather than as

limits to the adjuster itself.
1

Initially Milwaukee was included, but because the Chicago adjuster is effec-

tive in that market, it was excluded from this discussion.
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since it went into effect are given in Table 3. These adjusters exhibit

much of the diversity in mechanics shown by all adjusters in the

region, and are fairly representative of the larger group as to indi-

vidual characteristics. Exceptions exist in that the six markets include

both markets in the region that use 12-month bases, and three of the

five that use accelerators or accumulators.

By late 1960, adjusters had been in operation in these markets for

an average of about 8^ years. After adjusters were introduced, some

of the provisions for all of them except that for Northeastern Ohio

were materially modified. The adjusters for Chicago, Minneapolis-St.

Paul (which used the Chicago adjuster for a time), and possibly

Kansas City, are the only ones in which there have been widespread

changes.

Effect on Price

A study of the behavior of these adjusters (Fig. 5) brings out

several conclusions. The adjusters exhibited much greater diversity in

behavior than did trends in receipts-Class I sales relationships (page

28). Although there were instances in which similar movements

(such as the upward movement in 1955 and the decline in the latter

half of 1956) occurred in all six adjusters more or less simultaneously,

there were numerous instances in which they moved divergently. There

also was considerable variation in degree of fluctuation, with Kansas

City at the wide extreme and Chicago at the narrow extreme.

Early in the period of their use most of these adjusters increased

prices. Since 1953, however, all adjusters except that for St. Louis

more commonly have depressed prices.

Adjusters frequently changed the Class I differential by more than

10 percent, and changes of 20 percent were not uncommon (Fig. 6 top).

In the aggregate, in 1958 and 1959 the Chicago adjuster reduced the

Class I differential in that market by approximately 25 percent. From
mid-1958 to the end of 1959, the Detroit adjuster took away nearly

one-third of the Class I differential provided by the order in that

market. 1
Commonly Class I differentials vary seasonally from a mini-

mum in the spring period of flush production to a maximum in the

period of shortage in late summer and early fall. Consequently the

percentage change in the differential attributable to the adjuster may
vary seasonally (as in Chicago) even though the adjustment is com-

paratively uniform from month to month.

1
In both of these markets the effect of the adjustment was compensated, in

part or more, by the payment by handlers of premiums above the minimum Class I

prices prescribed by the orders (pages 43-44).
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-Major Characteristics of Supply-Demand Adjusters in Effect

in Six Midwestern Markets as of November 1, 1960

Characteristic Chicago Northeastern Ohio" Detroitb

Computation of

ratio

Class I and II sales di-

vided by producer re-

ceipts

Producer receipts divided Producer receipts divide

by Class I sales by Class I sales

Base period 12 months ended 2nd pre- 1st and 2nd preceding
ceding month months

1st and 2nd preceding
months

Computation of ac-

celerator or

accumulator

Adjust ratio by difference None
from that for 3rd preced-
ing month

None

Tolerance zone None None None

Standard utilization 72 (annual basis)

percentage
Monthly standards range Monthly standards ranj
from 122 to 145, average from 124 to 158, averaj
129 137

Price adjustment 2jf per point
per point of devia-
tion

Adjust by brackets at ap- 3ji per point
proximately 2i per point

Limit on adjustment Plus or minus Plus or minus Plus or minus 45ff

Date first effective July 1, 1951 July 1, 1953 Nov. 1, 1951

Major changes since

adoption (excludes
short-term suspen-
sions, temporary
limitations, etc.)

For first year used 6-

month base with standard

percentages and adjust-
ment rates and limits that
varied seasonally. Main
features of present device
effective July 1, 1952.

24^ limit adopted Mar. 1,

1954. Rate changed
from 3 to 2 per point
and accelerator added
Aug. 1, 1955.

Few major changes since

Aug. 1, 1953, when fully
effective. Standard per-

centages changed three
times. Akron and Stark

County included since

Feb. 1, 1957 and North
Central Ohio receipts and
sales included since Aug.
1, 1960.

45 limit effective Nov.
1955. Bracket adjust-
ments replaced by unifo
rate per point Sept. 1,

1956. Standard percen
ages changed three time

Cleveland, Akron, Stark County (Canton).
b Detroit provisions are those effective through January, 1960. As of February, 1960, the marketing area i

greatly expanded, and provisions for the adjuster markedly altered. Provisions for revised adjuster not fully effecl

till March 1, 1961.

In contrast to their effect on Class I differentials, the greater part

of the time any changes these adjusters made in the Class I price were

not in excess of 5 percent of that price (Fig. 6 center). They rarely

adjusted Class I prices by as much as 10 percent.
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Table 3. Concluded

Characteristic Kansas City Minneapolis-St. Paul St. Louis

omputation of

tio

Producer receipts divided Class I sales divided by
by Class I sales producer receipts

Producer receipts divided

by Class I sales

ase period 2nd and 3rd preceding
months

2nd and 3rd preceding
months

12 months ended 2nd

preceding month

omputation of

:celerator or ac-

imulator
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Behavior of supply-demand adjusters in six Midwestern markets, 1952-
1960. (Fig. 5)
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-10

ADJUSTMENTS EXPRESSED AS
- PERCENT OF CLASS I DIFFERENTIALS

CLEVELAND * MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

DETROIT ST. LOUIS

ADJUSTMENTS EXPRESSED AS

PERCENT OF CLASS I PRICES

EFFECT OF ADJUSTMENTS ON BLEND PRICES

JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY JAN JULY
1952 1953 1954 1958 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960

Supply-demand adjustments expressed as percent of Class I differentials

and Class I prices, and effect of adjustments on blend prices, six Midwestern

markets, 1952-1960. (Fig. 6)
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Table 4. Average Effects of Supply-Demand Adjusters on Class I

Prices and Blend Prices in Cents per Hundredweight and in Per-

centages of the Resulting Prices, Six Midwestern Markets"

Effects of supply-demand
adjusters on prices

Market
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For example, in Chicago and Detroit, price deductions made by

adjusters since early 1957 have been largely offset by premiums ob-

tained above federal order prices (pages 43-44). In addition, in

these and other markets non-price factors are believed to have ex-

panded milk production in recent years. These include such items as

the shift to bulk handling, artificial breeding, improvements in pasture

and in other roughages, and the general opportunity to reduce unit

costs by expanding output.

Similarly, many conditions influence Class I sales. The extent to

which changes in the Class I price that are caused by supply-demand

adjusters affect prices paid by consumers for milk is not known. What-

ever the effect, a variety of other factors, including some that influence

price and others that do not, affect Class I sales. These include mar-

keting margins, level of per capita income, and competition from

substitutes for fresh milk and cream.

Problems in Operation

Selection of standard utilization percentages

The standard utilization percentages selected for a market provide

the points of departure used in computing supply-demand adjusters.

Consequently the decision as to what standard percentages to use

may materially affect the behavior of the adjuster. The standard

1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1956 1959

Class I sales expressed as percent of producer receipts (annual averages),
six Midwestern markets, 1952-1959. (In Chicago, the ratio is of Class I and
II sales to producer receipts.) (Fig. 7)
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utilization percentages employed are commonly based on historical

relationships between producer receipts and Class I sales. If the

relationship selected for a base is unsuitable or if a substantial change
in market conditions occurs, a modification in the standard percentages

may be necessary (pages 10-11).

In five of the six markets studied, standard utilization percentages
were within a narrow range.

1 To examine the effects of standard

percentages over a wider range, this analysis was broadened to include

all markets in the North Central Region that had independently com-

puted supply-demand adjusters which were effective before 1954. 2

Average standard utilization percentages in these markets, ex-

pressed as ratios of Class I sales to producer receipts, ranged from 60

to 86. In 7 of the 11 markets percentages were between 71 and 76; for

analysis these were treated as one category. The market having a ratio

of about 60 was treated as a second category, and the three with

ratios in excess of 80 as a third (Table 5).

Throughout the period, supply-demand adjustments were positive

(plus) to a considerably greater extent in the two categories with

relatively low and high ratios than in the middle category, in which

most of the markets were included. Trends in current (actual) utiliza-

tion ratios did not appear to differ sufficiently to account largely for

this difference in the behavior of the adjusters.

The standard ratios in the three markets which exceeded 80, though

high as compared to most other markets, were not high relative to their

current utilization percentages. These are markets that tended to be

short of milk. If they were to increase supplies from producers to

levels that would assure self-sufficiency, changes in their standard

utilization percentages would be necessary. Meanwhile, in these as in

other markets, specifications for supply-demand adjusters must be

written to keep Class I prices reasonably well in line with Class I prices

in surrounding markets.

The rather general deductions from price by adjusters in the larger

group of markets that had standard ratios in the seventies do not estab-

lish that those ratios were too high. In several of these markets, propor-
tions of surplus milk appeared to be considerably above levels dictated

by market needs.

1 For this purpose, annual averages of monthly utilization percentages were
used. For uniformity, all ratios were expressed as the quotient of Class I sales

divided by producer receipts.
1
In most of these markets standard utilization percentages were changed at

least once during the period studied. They were classified accordingly on the

basis of the average standard utilization percentage over the period January, 1953-

June, 1960, or such portion of that period as an adjuster was in use.
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The problem of intermarket price alignment is related to the choice

of a standard utilization percentage, but should not be confused with it.

Where supply or sales areas of markets overlap to a large extent, as

between a primary market and its secondary markets, prices in those

markets need to be carefully aligned. Because supply-demand adjust-

ments are part of the pricing complex, it may be necessary to use, in

the secondary markets, supply-demand adjustments that reflect the

relation of producer receipts to Class I sales for the entire area, or

for the dominant market. For example, the proportion of producer

receipts used in fluid milk products is considerably higher in Mil-

waukee and in Rockford-Freeport than it is in Chicago. Nevertheless

prices in these markets reflect Chicago's supply-demand adjustments
in order to maintain needed price relationships.

Responsiveness

An adjuster's promptness of response to changing conditions is

largely determined by the length of the interval between the base

period used and the time at which the adjuster is announced or

affects prices. Time is required to assemble and tabulate the data

needed to compute the adjustment and to get the information out to

producers. Since a lag is inevitable, our concern must be with the

extent of the lag and the seriousness of its consequences.

It is essential to distinguish between the timing of the response in

price and its extent. A change sufficient to affect an adjuster with a

12-month base will be reflected by that adjuster as promptly as it will

show up in a 2-month adjuster if the interval between the time of the

change and the time of computing the adjustment is the same for both.

The difference between the two types of adjusters is in the extent of

the adjustment and in the period of time over which the changed
condition affects the adjustment, rather than in the amount of time

required for the initial response.

The reasons for this difference in behavior are not difficult to

understand. Because the conditions reflected in a given month's sta-

tistics are averaged with those of 11 other months rather than one

other month, a given change results in a smaller response with the 12-

month adjuster than with the 2-month adjuster. On the other hand,

because that month's conditions enter into computation of the adjuster
for 12 months rather than 2 months, the effect is spread over a longer

period.

Since the response with a short-base adjuster is more pronounced
and occurs over a shorter period, it appears better suited than a long-
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base adjuster to take care of a significant, relatively short-term change
in conditions. To obtain a sharp response of this type, however, re-

quires use of an adjuster that responds excessively to many changes
in receipts-Class I sales ratios that are too short-lived to be of con-

sequence.

Although the response with a 2-month base is more pronounced and

not spread over as long a period as that of a 12-month base, the shorter

base will not necessarily assure effective timing of price adjustments.

For example, at the time of a serious drouth in July, 1954, the

Kansas City adjuster was deducting because producer receipts had

been relatively ample in May and June. By September and October,

when the adjuster added substantially to price in response to the

drouth, receipts were back to their usual relationship to sales of Class I

milk.

The timeliness of adjustments also involves when they are an-

nounced. Adjustments computed from a base that ends the month

preceding the pricing month commonly are not announced in advance

but are reported as one of the elements determining price when it is

issued. Thus producers and handlers do not have advance notice of the

amount and direction of the adjustment. Adjustments computed from

bases that end the second month preceding the pricing month may be

announced the month before they are effective. In markets using

"manufacturing plus" formulas for pricing fluid milk, this provides

both producers and handlers opportunity to base their plans on knowl-

edge or a close estimate of the Class I price in the following month.

Stability

Since adjusters are designed to respond to changes in the relation-

ship of Class I sales to producer receipts, stability should be judged
in relation to changes in this ratio. Characteristically the ratio changes

seasonally, with producer receipts above average relative to Class I sales

in late spring, and below average in late summer and early fall. To
eliminate the effect of this seasonal pattern, individual monthly ratios

are expressed as differences from the respective averages of the ratios

for each of those months. Variation in the ratio is then measured in

terms of the change from month to month in these differences. The
relative amount of change from month to month in the supply-demand

adjustment, expressed as a percentage of the Class I differential for

that market, is compared with these changes in the receipts-Class I

sales ratio.
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Relative amounts of fluctuation in the Chicago and Detroit adjusters

are compared in this manner in Figure 8. The two curves on the top

portion of the chart indicate there was somewhat less variation in the

relationship of Class I sales to producer receipts in Detroit than in

Chicago. The curves on the bottom portion indicate that the adjuster

fluctuated much more widely in Detroit than in Chicago.

Average month-to-month changes in the two ratios in each of the

six markets are similarly compared in Table 6. In these terms, the

ratio of Class I sales to producer receipts was most variable in St.

Louis and least variable in Detroit. 1

Supply-demand adjustments were least variable in Chicago and

most variable in Kansas City. The St. Louis adjustment, which uses

a 12-month base, fluctuated nearly as much in relation to the Class I

differential as the Cleveland adjustment. Fluctuations in the St. Louis

adjustment were intensified by the seasonal changes in its rate, which

prevailed over most of the period. Even with these seasonal changes,

however, fluctuations in the St. Louis adjustment were much smaller

in relation to changes in the ratio of Class I sales to producer receipts

than were those in the four markets using 2-month adjusters.

Adjusters using 12-month bases are stable because they are little

affected by short-term fluctuations in the relationship between pro-

ducer receipts and Class I sales. Some of the short-term changes in

that relationship logically should not affect the supply-demand adjuster.

For example, Baumer and Kepner have demonstrated that, with an

adjuster using a 2-month base, the relationship obtained depends in

part on the comparative numbers of early-in-the-week days and late-

in-the-week days that happen to fall in the 2-month period. They sug-

gest an adjustment that may be used to correct this effect, which is

attributable to the wide day-of-the-week fluctuations in sales of pack-

1
Products in which milk usage is considered in computing the receipts-Class I

sales ratio, although usually termed "Class I sales" in this report, varied appre-

ciably among markets. For example, in Detroit they excluded bottled cream.

At the other extreme, in Chicago they included ice cream and, quite likely,

proportionally larger sales of bulk milk and cream to unregulated plants than in

other markets. These differences helped to account for the differences in amount
of variation in the ratio of Class I sales to producer receipts. For example, in

Chicago, with ice cream and bulk sales of milk and cream to unregulated plants

excluded from the ratio, the average change from month to month was reduced

from 1.8 to 1.4 points. Because of these differences, these data should not be used

as indication of the comparative effectiveness with which producer receipts had
been adjusted to dealers' needs in the various markets. On the other hand, changes
in the ratio, as the ratio is computed for each market, provide the logical base for

measuring fluctuations in the supply-demand adjustment.
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Comparison of deviations in ratios of Class I sales to producer receipts
from respective monthly averages and changes in adjustments expressed as

percent of Class I differentials, Chicago and Detroit, 1952-1960. (Fig. 8)

aged milk products by handlers. 1 There is no similar problem for a

12-month base period because numbers of early-in-the-week and late-

in-the-week days balance out over a period of that length.

There are numerous other examples of fluctuations to which 2-

month bases are more sensitive than 12-month bases. They include

fluctuations that reflect shifts in seasonal patterns of producer receipts

(pages 36-40), those caused by weather that is unusually favorable or

unfavorable for milk production, heavy short-term sales of fluid milk

in bulk for Class I use in other markets, and those associated with the

obtainment or loss of contracts with large outside military establish-

ments by bottlers in the marketing area.

1

Baumer, E. F.
t
and Kepner, K. W., The Effect of Intra-Week Fluid Milk

Sales Fluctuations on Supply-Demand Adjustments, Dcpt. Agr. Econ., Ohio
State Univ., mimeographed, September, 1960, 7 pages.
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Table 6. Comparison of Variation in Ratios of Class I Sales

to Producer Receipts and in Supply-Demand Adjustments

Market
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and increase prices in the early summer. Such an effect on prices is

objectionable unless the seasonal adjustment in production has been

sufficient to make producer receipts more ample relative to Class I

sales in the fall than they are in the late spring.

As basis for judgment on seasonal pricing effects of adjusters,

average adjustments in April-June are compared with those in the

immediately following September-November and December-February

periods. In 1955-1956, the aggregate adjustment for all Midwestern

markets using adjusters reduced prices in the spring period relative to

the effect in the succeeding fall and winter periods.
1 On the other

hand, in the next three seasons the average adjustment for September-
November involved either adding a little less or subtracting a little

more from price than the average for April-June. In these three

seasons, average supply-demand adjustments in December-February
lowered prices by about 8 cents per hundredweight as compared with

their effect the preceding spring. This occurred even though Class I

sales continued to be larger relative to producer receipts in the fall and

winter than in the spring and early summer. By the 1959-1960 season,

however, these contraseasonal effects had been eliminated and adjust-

ments were about the same in the three periods of the year.

Analysis of adjustments in the four intensively studied markets that

employed 2-month bases led to generally similar conclusions. Average

adjustments in these markets in September-November were 10 cents

or more higher than those in the preceding April-June as commonly as

they were 10 cents or more below them (Table 7). But in half of the

24 "market years" analyzed, adjustments in December-February aver-

aged 10 cents or more per hundredweight below those in the previous

April-June. Contraseasonal adjustments of this magnitude were most

apparent in Detroit and least apparent in Minneapolis-St. Paul.

These contraseasonal effects reflected tendencies to level supplies

by increasing milk production in the fall, particularly in November

and December, relative to production in the spring. In appraising

these developments, note that supply-demand adjustments in three of

the markets were based on relationships in the first and second pre-

ceding months. 2 In these markets a change in the adjustment lagged

by one to two months after any change it reflected in seasonality. In

Minneapolis-St. Paul, which based the adjustment on relationships in

the second and third preceding months, the lag was one month greater.

1 The change is computed algebraically. Thus an adjustment of minus 10 cents

is 15 cents below an adjustment of plus 5 cents.
*
In Kansas City, the period used was changed from the first and second pre-

ceding months to the second and third preceding months early in 1960.
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Table 7. Seasonal Differences in Supply-Demand Adjustments
in Four Markets With Adjusters Employing 2-Month Bases

Seasons in which adjustments differed

by 10 cents or more from preceding

Seasons April-June
Market oeasons

compared' September- December-
November February

Higher Lower Higher Lower

Cleveland 1*
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by the Southern Michigan order. The contraseasonal adjustments that

occurred despite these revisions suggests that this action, though allevi-

ating the problem, did not solve it.

Another attempt by the USDA has involved computing monthly
utilization ratios based on the seasonality patterns that prevailed in the

two or three years immediately preceding. This complicated method

has long been used in computing the supply-demand adjuster for New
York, and was incorporated in provisions for the Southern Michigan
order. While this method involves a more systematic updating of the

150

130

STANDARD UTILIZATION RATIO

{TOLERANCE ZONE)

t '

CURRENT UTILIZATION RATIO

100

SUPPLY-DEMAND ADJUSTMENT

-10

-20

I I I I I I I I I I

J J

1958

A S J J

1959

SON
* Amount shown is full amount that would have been deducted if there had not been

the suspensions of minus 8c and minus 6c in November and December.

Standard and current utilization ratios and supply-demand adjustments,
Kansas City, 1958-1959. (Fig. 9)
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seasonality pattern of standard utilization percentages than has been

accomplished through hearings, it will not eliminate contraseasonal

adjustments with as pronounced a shift in season of production as that

in Kansas City between 1958 and 1959. 1

Not all responses of short-base adjusters to shifts in seasonality

patterns have been objectionable. In some cases a lower production

peak in May and June has caused adjusters to raise prices (relatively

if not absolutely) in the late summer, which is becoming a period of

tight milk supplies in some markets.

On the other hand, the full disadvantage of using established

monthly standard utilization percentages does not show up in contra-

seasonal adjustments. Other deviations in the seasonal pattern of the

receipts-Class I sales relationship from that established in a fixed

schedule of monthly standard utilization percentages may become evi-

dent in still other types of fluctuations in the adjustment. In other

words, the unstable behavior of adjusters that use bases of less than a

year is due in part to the inadequacies of the schedules of monthly
utilization percentages used. 2

Intel-market price maladjustments

Unlike behavior by adjusters in different markets can affect the

relationships between Class I prices in those markets. To illustrate,

results of an analysis of the effects of supply-demand adjusters on

differences in Class I prices between two pairs of markets are shown in

Figure 10. Since both markets of each pair used supply-demand ad-

justers, the graph shows the combined effect of the two adjusters on

the difference in Class I prices between the two markets.

Intermarket differences in Class I prices fluctuated considerably

from month to month even when not affected by supply-demand adjust-

ments. Consequently monthly differences in Class I prices between a

pair of markets were expressed as deviations from the average inter-

market price differences for the same months. To determine to what

extent, if any, supply-demand adjustments added to these deviations,

this computation was done separately for differences in actual Class I

prices (which reflect the effects of the two supply-demand adjust-

1
Another technique for computing moving indexes of seasonality is described

by Julius Shiskin in "Seasonal Computations on Univac," The American Statisti-

cian, February, 1955, pages 19-24, and by Julius Shiskin and Harry Eisenpress in

"Seasonal Adjustments by Electronic Computer Methods," Journal of American
Statistical Association 52:80, December, 1957, pages 415-449.

2

Johnson, Stewart, "An Economic Appraisal of Supply-Demand Considera-

tions in Determining Class I Milk Prices Under Federal Orders," in Papers Pre-
sented at 1958 Annual Conference of Federal Milk Market Administrators, Market

Administrator, New York-New Jersey Milk Marketing Area, New York, N.Y.,

page 32.
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Effect of supply-demand adjusters on the relation between Chicago and
Detroit Class I prices and on the relation between St. Louis and Kansas

City Class I prices, 1952-1959. (Fig. 10)
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Table 8. Comparisons of Deviations From Monthly Averages of Actual

Differences in Class I Prices With Deviations There Would Have Been
If There Had Been No Supply-Demand Adjustments, 6 Pairs of Markets

Average deviations from

monthly averages of

intermarket Class I price
differences that

Markets
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probably make decisions to shift milk supplies between markets on the

basis of price relationships which they expect to continue. Therefore

effects of adjusters in rather persistently increasing or reducing price

differentials between a pair of markets are those most likely to bring

shifts in milk supplies between the two markets. Evidence from this

study, however, did not indicate that supply-demand adjusters con-

tributed greatly to many such shifts in the six markets over the periods

studied.

For a few years in the mid-1950's, plants in northwestern Wis-

consin could obtain blend prices that were about 30 cents per hundred-

weight higher on the Minneapolis-St. Paul market than on the Chicago
market. For a period of about a year in late 1953 and early 1954, the

difference in supply-demand adjustments contributed 10 to 15 cents to

this differential. The differential, which increased sharply to this level

early in 1953, over the next few years induced two plants to shift their

supplies, and a third to shift part of its supplies, to the Twin Cities

market. For about a year early in the period, the difference in supply-

demand adjustments was responsible for some one-third to one-half of

this differential, thereby apparently contributing to the shift in supplies.

Comparatively large negative supply-demand adjustments in Chi-

cago over much of the three-year period, 1954-1956, also influenced

other plants in northwestern Wisconsin to leave the Chicago market

at about that time, but those plants did not shift to other federal

order markets (page 15). Some other plants also joined, or left, one

or another of the six markets during the years included in the study.

Nevertheless these were the only cases noted in which supply-demand

adjustments clearly contributed to the change.

Super-pool premiums

In recent years producer organizations in a number of Midwestern

markets have been obtaining premiums above federal order prices for

milk going into fluid use. In some cases these premiums have been

obtained continuously, in others, only part of the time. Among the six

markets intensively studied, these premiums have been obtained con-

tinuously in Detroit since early 1956, and almost continuously in Chi-

cago since early 1957 (Fig. 11). On the other hand, in the period

studied there were no premiums of consequence in St. Louis. In

Kansas City, in that period, ending in June, 1960, premiums were

obtained in the spring of 1959 and 1960 as a device to level the Class I

differential throughout the year.

Premiums affected Class I prices appreciably in three of the six

markets. In Detroit, from April, 1956 through January, 1960, pre-
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miums received on Class I milk averaged more than 50 cents per hun-

dredweight.
1 In Chicago, premiums became effective later than in

Detroit, and averaged not quite half as large. In Cleveland, premiums
were more nearly the size of those in Detroit, but were obtained only

intermittently.

In Detroit, Chicago, and Cleveland, almost without exception

supply-demand adjusters deducted from Class I prices in the months

premiums were received. In Chicago, until early 1960, premiums
almost exactly offset the amounts deducted by the adjuster, whereas

in Detroit and Cleveland, they generally exceeded supply-demand

adjustments.

These data indicate an appreciable use of super-pool premiums by

producer groups to counterbalance the effects of negative supply-
demand adjustments. To the extent that they have offset such adjust-

ments, these premiums also have offset any effect those negative

adjustments might have in reducing milk supplies on the affected

markets. Similarly, premiums obtained in addition to positive supply-
demand adjustments could be expected to intensify any influence pos-

itive adjustments might have in increasing milk supplies on a market.

Other adjustments that may be made

It has been demonstrated that the effect of negative supply-demand

adjustments may be cancelled by negotiating super-pool premiums.
Producer organizations also may request suspensions of all or part of

heavy deductions by supply-demand adjusters. To determine the extent

to which this has been done, an analysis was made of suspensions in

the six markets during the period January 1, 1952, through June 30,

1960, or that portion of the period when an adjuster was used.

In total, adjusters in the six markets were suspended 17 months

during this period; this amounted to three percent of the time. 2

Suspension ranged from 8 months in Kansas City to none in Detroit

and St. Louis. They ranged in amount from 1 cent to 28 cents, and

averaged 11 cents. All were minus. In 7 of the 17 months, all in

Kansas City, only a portion of the adjustment prescribed was sus-

pended. Approximately half of the 17 months' suspensions occurred

in the fall. In some cases suspensions were clearly obtained to avoid

1

Data for Detroit terminated with January, 1960, because of drastic change
in marketing area and in supply-demand adjustments effective February 1, 1960.

*

Temporary limits placed on the amount of supply-demand adjustments prior
to specification of such limits in an order were not considered suspensions. Like-

wise, the disregarding of positive supply-demand adjustments in setting Class I

prices temporarily at higher levels than order provisions, including those adjust-
ments would have yielded, was not considered as a suspension of the adjuster.
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Central markets, January, 1956-June, 1960. (Fig. 11)
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contraseasonal price adjustments, and in others it may have been a

consideration. These findings indicate that suspensions provided com-

paratively little relief from the effects of negative supply-demand

adjustments.

The operation of a supply-demand adjuster may also be modified

when a cooperative or handler directly influences supplies or consump-
tion of milk for that organization's benefit. For example, in one of the

markets studied, producer associations were holding off the market

part of the milk received from regular producers. Thus they obtained

more favorable supply-demand adjustments and cut down the amount

of surplus milk that was reducing the blend price. As part of the

arrangement, returns from all milk were pooled and divided equitably

among all producers. Under conditions existing in that market, these

organizations were able to increase returns to producers by that action.

Though no cases were specifically noted in this study, a handler

operating a number of plants might attempt to hold down supply-

demand adjustments by shifting milk from sources not regularly

attached to a market into that market in critical periods. Similarly, a

dominant handler in a market might influence a supply-demand ad-

juster by drastically changing the level of his sales promotion. Condi-

tions seem likely to be most conducive to these actions in comparatively
small markets using adjusters with 2-month bases, in which the amount

of the adjustment may be materially affected.

Relation of Mechanics to Performance in a Specific Situation

Performance of an adjuster may be tested by comparing its move-

ments with those of others in a changing market situation. The per-

formance of six types of adjusters was thus tested, using data from

the Kansas City market for 1951 through 1955. During those years,

that market's ratio of producer receipts to fluid milk sales fluctuated

widely.

After May, 1952, when an adjuster became effective in Kansas

City, it may have modified the relation of producer receipts to Class I

sales in some measure. The operation of that adjuster, to the extent

that it had such influence, may have affected the behavior of the other

adjusters. It is believed, however, that this type of effect did not

contribute greatly to the differences in behavior among the several

adjusters tested.

To the fullest extent possible, standard utilization percentages and

rates of adjustment were made comparable for all types of adjusters.

All ratios were computed as the quotients of Class I sales divided by
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producer receipts. Tolerance zones, suspensions, and limits to adjust-

ments were disregarded. As thus modified, the types of adjusters

tested were:

1. The Kansas City adjuster in effect May, 1952, through April,

1955. This featured a 2-month base and adjustments at 4 cents per

point of deviation.

2. A modification of the Kansas City adjuster that was effective

from May, 1955, through September, 1957. This used a 2-month base,

and adjustments accumulated on the basis of deviations as computed
for the current and two preceding months at 1 1/3 cents per point.

3. A modification of the adjuster used in the New York-New Jersey

market in which standard utilization percentages are based on the

average seasonal pattern of sales in the most recent three years. The
first type tested, like the New York adjustment, involved a 2-month

base. Adjustments were at 4 cents per point rather than being related

to the Class I price, as in New York.

4. A similar modification of the New York-New Jersey adjuster

that used a 4-month base.

5. An adjuster of the type used in Chicago with a 12-month base

and accelerator.

6. Another Chicago-type adjuster in which the effect of the accel-

erator was doubled.

In 1951 and 1952, the major fluctuations in all adjusters consisted

of a sharp rise and subsequent decline in response to the flood-caused

shortage of milk in the Kansas City area in late 1951 (Fig. 12). There

was considerable uniformity among adjusters in this response. In the

following three years, however, the adjusters varied widely in behavior,

with Kansas City types exhibiting the most variability.

The average month-to-month change in the adjustment was more

than three times as large for the Kansas City adjuster, used without

the accumulating feature, as for the adjuster with the 12-month base

and regular accelerator (Table 9). There were corresponding differ-

ences in the proportions of large and small adjustments. Both New

York-type adjusters were much more stable than the Kansas City

types, particularly in 1955. Substantial changes in seasonality occurred

by the later years of the period. Thus the New York-type adjuster,

which employed moving indexes of seasonality, eliminated the extremes

of the fluctuations exhibited by both Kansas City types.

With each of the three basic types of adjusters, the modification

that was tested affected its behavior. With the Kansas City type, the
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KANSAS CITY TYPE, WITH ACCUMULATOR

_ NEW YORK TYPE, 2-MONTH BASE

NEW YORK TYPE, 4-MONTH BASE
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Behavior of six types of adjusters under Kansas City conditions, 1951-1955.

(Fig. 12)
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Table 9. Average Month-to-Month Change and Proportion of Changes
of Various Amounts, Six Types of Supply-Demand Adjusters,

Kansas City Conditions, 1951 Through 1955

Kansas City adjuster
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CONCLUSIONS: CRITERIA FOR EFFECTIVE

SUPPLY-DEMAND ADJUSTERS

From this analysis, tentative criteria as to effective mechanics for

supply-demand adjusters have been developed. These criteria are con-

cerned with qualities that should be sought in devising the mechanics

of an adjuster.

In attempting to attain the declared objective of the USDA, an

adjuster should attempt to provide an acceptable over-all balance be-

tween producer receipts and Class I sales. Accomplishing this depends

partly on selection of suitable standard utilization percentages. Al-

though standards should not be changed casually, they may have to be

modified at times in response to changing seasonality patterns or other

factors influencing the over-all quantities of surplus milk the market

must carry. The limited analysis made in this study suggests no

general criticism of the standard ratios in use in Midwestern markets.

The mechanism that moves a supply-demand adjuster should pro-

vide a dependable indicator of important changes in the relationship

between producer receipts and Class I sales. To do this, the mecha-

nism must be little affected by fluctuations in the relationship that

represent (1) changes in the seasonal pattern, (2) transitory devia-

tions and (3) the effects of illusory changes (such as those caused by
differences in the proportion of late-in-the-week days when sales

are heavy included in the base period).

In considering the effect of length of the base period of its mover

on the behavior of the adjuster, two other points should be kept in

mind. Any change that affects a 12-month mover shows up in the

adjustment over a considerably longer period than does the more pro-

nounced change in the adjustment caused by a 2-month mover. Like-

wise, if the change is the initial indication of a trend to which prices

should respond, there is merit in having a prompt and appreciable

price adjustment. While a short-base mover makes such a response, it

does not, however, distinguish important changes from the many
unimportant, and sometimes illusory, changes that show up in the

relationship between producer receipts and Class I sales.

Changes in seasonality patterns are bothersome with adjusters that

use base periods of less than one year, and should be deemphasized.
In extreme cases they show up in contraseasonal adjustments. Short

of that, changes in the seasonality pattern of the relationship add to

fluctuations in the adjuster because of inability to keep norms used in

computing the mover in full conformity with them. Moving seasonality
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indexes, as used in the New York-New Jersey order and in the South-

ern Michigan order, have helped to cope with this problem. How-

ever, the computations involved are complex, and moving seasonal

indexes will not fully keep up with all changes in seasonality patterns,

particularly drastic ones. Adjusters that use 12-month bases largely

avoid the problem of changing seasonality patterns without involving

complex computations.

Adjusters with 2-month bases reflect the effects of short-term fluc-

tuations in the receipts-Class I sales relationship, and also of illusory

changes such as those due to differences in the number of late-in-the-

week periods included in different 2-month intervals. If predictable,

fluctuations of these types can be taken care of by computed adjust-

ments, though they complicate provisions for the adjuster. The effects

of unpredictable short-term fluctuations inevitably show up in movers

that use such short base periods as two months. With such movers,

the only practical way to deal with the problem involves finding ways
to soften their impact on prices. In contrast, a mover with a 12-month

base is little affected by short-lived changes of these types. Rather, the

12-month base emphasizes the long-term aspects of the receipts-Class I

sales relationship which usually are of fundamental concern.

Further options in the adjuster mechanism are available to deter-

mine how changes in the mover are converted into price adjustments.

These options include the rate of adjustment per point of deviation,

use of an accelerator or accumulator, choice between adjusting at an

equal rate per point of change or by brackets, use of a tolerance zone,

and limits to adjustments. By using proper options, adjustments from

a 2-month mover may be modified in the direction of adjustments from

a 12-month mover, and vice versa. On the whole, the length of the base

period used has such a pronounced effect on the behavior of the ad-

juster that the behavior of neither the 2-month mover nor the 12-month

mover is likely to be modified sufficiently to wipe out its distinctive

differences from the other.

No conclusive evidence was obtained in this study as to the com-

parative effectiveness of adjusters with 2-month and 12-month bases

in keeping receipts reasonably in line with Class I sales. Lacking such

information, it appears that in practice the goal in making price adjust-

ments is to attain a reasonable balance between responsiveness and sta-

bility. The price adjustment should respond to important changes in

the relationship of milk supplies to fluid use. In doing this, it should

indicate the general state of the relationship accurately and with
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enough consistency to guide producer organizations and handlers effec-

tively in making adjustments. Persistency and stability also are desir-

able to make it feasible to forecast prices,
1 to smooth out intermarket

price relationships, and to minimize the number of large changes that,

under some conditions, may tempt marketing agencies to try to influ-

ence adjuster operations for their own gain.

With some 2-month movers, accumulators have been used to re-

duce the extremity of the resulting price adjustments. In moderating
the extremes in fluctuations, the accumulator reduces, but does not

eliminate, the instability that results from use of a 2-month base. Use

of a tolerance zone, either by itself or with an accumulator, cuts down
the extremity of price adjustments without changing their fundamental

character.

Roughly speaking, the reverse effect is obtained by using an acceler-

ator with a 12-month mover. This modification increases the respon-

siveness of such an adjuster to changing conditions without seriously

detracting from the essential stability in its price effects that results

from using the longer base period.

Behavior of an adjuster conceivably may be modified by changing
rates of adjustment or limits. This apparently has not been general

practice. Schedules for bracket adjustments in a few cases vary rates

of adjustment with the amount of deviation. However, a more impor-

tant concern with bracket adjustments is whether, by setting up sched-

ules in which there are comparatively large changes in price, they

increase temptation to try to influence the price by interfering with the

operation of the adjuster.

All in all, the choice between a 2-month and a 12-month base usually

affects adjuster operations most drastically. Although the effects of

each may be modified, the choice between them is a major determinant

of the degree of fluctuation in the adjuster. The choice generally

appears to depend on the relative emphasis desired to be given to

the over-all changes in the receipts-Class I sales relationship, and to

the numerous short-term changes in the relationship. When making
that decision, it is well to bear in mind that, unless guarded by com-

plicated adjustments, a mechanism that responds to short-term changes

is not selective. Thus it responds to changes that reflect shifts in

seasonality patterns and to changes associated with day-of-the-week

fluctuations in sales of packaged milk as well as to fundamental

changes in the relationship between producer receipts and Class I sales.

1
In Chicago, for example, reliable twice-a-year forecasts of prices for 6-

month periods have been made regularly in recent years. Such forecasts help pro-
ducers and marketing agencies to plan intelligently for future operations.
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APPENDIX

Behavior of Accelerators and Accumulators

An accelerator is commonly used with a supply-demand adjuster

that has a 12-month base to make it more sensitive to developing trends

than a straight 12-month moving average. The device used in Chicago
is an illustration. This accelerator affects prices in other markets in

the Chicago area, including Milwaukee, and operates in the same

manner as the accelerator employed in St. Louis.

An accelerator has been used in calculating the supply-demand ad-

justment in Chicago since August 1, 1955. It is computed by compar-

ing the 12-month moving average ratio used for the current month

with the corresponding ratio for the third preceding month. If the

current month's ratio is higher, the difference is added to the current

ratio in computing the adjustment; if it is less, the difference is sub-

tracted. The ratio that reflects the effect of the accelerator is termed

the "adjusted ratio," while the straight 12-month moving average is

termed the "current ratio."

To study the effect of the accelerator over a longer period, the be-

havior of the adjusted ratio is compared with that of the current ratio

for the period September, 1952-July, 1955, before the accelerator was

effective, as well as in the period since then. This illustrates that in

periods of upswings and of downswings of the 12-month moving

average, the adjusted ratio is more responsive than the current ratio

(Fig. 13). On the other hand, in periods of stability, as in early 1956

and early 1958, the two ratios may be identical even though they are

not at the prescribed standard level.

A closer look at the effect of the accelerator may be based on data

for 1958. The 12-month moving average ratio of Class I and Class II

sales to producer receipts declined in the latter half of 1958 after

being stable during the first half of 1958. To show more precisely

when changes in the ratio occurred, the graph shows individual monthly
ratios as deviations from the eight-year average (1952-1959) monthly
ratios.

1
Starting in June, the 1958 monthly ratios dropped sharply

relative to the eight-year average ratios until October (Fig. 14). Re-

flecting this decline, the current ratio for the 12 months that ended in

July was one point below that for the previous month. 2 With this drop

1
In computing the Chicago adjuster, the effects of seasonal changes are elim-

inated by using 12-month moving averages.
1
In practice, the current and adjusted ratios used in pricing are those for the

12-month periods that ended two months prior to the pricing month. To show

relationships more clearly, this 2-month lag was eliminated in constructing the

graph.
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Relationship of current 12-month moving average ratio of fluid milk sales to

producer receipts to the corresponding adjusted ratio that reflects the influ-

ence of the accelerator, Chicago, 1952-1959. (Accelerator became effective

August 1, 1955; adjusted ratio before that date is hypothetical.) (Fig. 13)

in the current ratio, the accelerator moved the adjusted ratio down a

second point. There was a similar difference in August. By September
the current ratio had dropped another point, and the accelerator

moved the adjusted ratio down two additional points. In subsequent

months, the current 12-month moving average ratio did not continue to

decline as sharply, with the result that for the remaining months of the

year the accelerator pulled the adjusted ratio only one point below the

current ratio.

Three points are brought out by this analysis:

1. The adjusted ratio, which reflects the effect of the accelerator,

does not change until the 12-month moving average changes. While

use of an accelerator may amplify the amount of change in the adjuster,

it does not make it respond sooner.

2. With the 12-month base, the Chicago adjusted ratio, which re-

flects the effects of the accelerator, fluctuates much less from month to

month than individual monthly ratios. In other words, with a 12-month

base the monthly ratios can deviate considerably from normal for sev-

eral months without getting a pronounced reaction from the accelerator.
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3. With a continuing trend, either up or down, in the current 12-

month average ratio, the accelerator will cause the adjusted ratio to

differ from the 12-month average. If the 12-month average does not

change over the interval used in computing the accelerator, the latter

will have no effect even if the ratio is considerably above or below

normal. With the 3-month interval involved in computing the accel-

erator, the adjusted ratio involves a lag that may make it move decep-

tively for a month or two at the time of a change in the direction of

the trend in the current ratio. This is not, however, a serious fault.

-2

-4

-8

-10

DEVIATION OF ACTUAL SINGLE MONTH RATIOS FROM

8-YEAR SINGLE- MONTH RATIO AVERAGE

DEVIATION OF CURRENT RATIO FROM 8-YEAR AVERAGE

DEVIATION OF ADJUSTED RATIO FROM 8-YEAR AVERAGE

Relationships of current 12-month moving average ratio and adjusted ratio

that incorporates effect of the accelerator to deviations in single month

supplies-sales ratios, all expressed as deviations from 8-year averages,

Chicago, 1958. (To show relationships more clearly, current and adjusted
ratios are advanced two months to eliminate lag.) (Fig. 14)
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Relationship between actual supply-demand adjustment with an accumulator
and a hypothetical adjustment if computed at straight 3 cents per point,
Kansas City, May, 1955-December, 1959. (Fig. 15)

A device that somewhat resembles the accelerator used in Chicago

has been used in some markets where the adjuster has a 2-month base.

In Kansas City this type of device, termed an "accumulator," went into

effect on May 1, 1955. With the accumulator, the price adjustment per

point of deviation1 of the latest receipts-Class I sales ratio used in

pricing a given month's milk was limited to one cent. A second cent,

however, was added for each point of deviation in the same direction

in the month immediately preceding. In addition, a third cent was

added for each point of deviation in the same direction that occurred

in both the first and second months immediately preceding.

1 The phrase "per point of deviation" refers to deviations of a particular

supplies-sales ratio from the standard with which it is compared. Thus a current

ratio of 148 would deviate by 8 points from a standard ratio of 140. If the

standard involves a tolerance zone, deviation would be from the nearest "edge"
of that.
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ADJUSTMENT AT 34 PER POINT

NET DEVIATION IN UTILIZATION PERCENTAGE
(SIGN REVERSED)
ACTUAL ADJUSTMENT WITH ACCUMULATOR
(SUSPENSIONS DISREGARDED)

Relationship of actual supply-demand adjustment with an accumulator and
a hypothetical adjustment at straight 3 cents per point to net deviations in

utilization percentage (with sign reversed), Kansas City, 1959. (Fig. 16)

The behavior of the adjuster as computed with an accumulator is

compared with the behavior of an adjuster computed on the basis of a

straight 3 cents per point of deviation of the latest receipts-Class I

sales ratio used in pricing the month's milk (Fig. 15). Though fluctu-

ating less widely than the other, the adjuster based on the accumulating

rate is comparatively sensitive, particularly as it moves back to or

toward zero.

In a more intensive comparison, the actual supply-demand adjust-

ment in Kansas City, using an accumulator and the hypothetical

adjustment at a straight 3 cents per point, are related to monthly devia-

tions in the receipts-Class I sales ratio in 1959. 1 This comparison also

demonstrates the stabilizing effect of the accumulating device as con-

trasted with adjustments computed at the maximum rate per point that

can build up under the accumulating adjustment (Fig. 16). Thus, in

1
Deviations from the supplies-sales ratio are graphed with signs reversed so

the line portraying that relationship will move in the same direction as the supply-

demand adjustment when conditions change.
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reality, the accumulator serves as a decelerates rather than as an

accelerator.

The accumulator exerts a moderating influence when the adjuster

increases positively or negatively. It does not slow down changes back

toward or to zero. Because peaks in both positive and negative adjust-

ments may be reduced, changes back toward or to zero, though not

retarded, are likely to be smaller in amount.

The accumulator also differs from the accelerator used with a 12-

month base in that the adjustment is maximized by a deviation that

persists from month to month at a uniform rate, while the accelerator

has maximum effect in periods of change in the relationship. Since

it is used with a 2-month base, the accumulator is designed to moderate

fluctuations in the adjustment in times of changing conditions.

Although the accumulator moderates changes, it does not eliminate

the short-term fluctuations in the adjustment that result from using a

2-month base. It is shown on pages 46-49 that even with the use of

the accumulator, the Kansas City adjuster fluctuated much more widely

than an adjuster that involved a 12-month base and an accelerator.

SUMMARY

Supply-demand adjusters are among the mechanisms used in fed-

eral order markets to adjust prices paid to farmers for milk in response

to changes in the relationship between receipts of milk from producers

and the quantity used in fluid milk, cream, and other fluid products.

The adjusters respond to local changes in the producer receipts-Class I

(and in some markets also Class II) sales relationship in the various

federal order markets. They raise prices to producers when receipts

of milk fall below specified ratios to Class I sales, and reduce prices

when receipts exceed those ratios. In November, 1960, independently

computed adjusters were used in 15 of the 40 federal order markets

in the Midwest, and Class I prices in 10 other federal order markets

in the region were indirectly affected by them.

This study was made to describe types of adjusters used in the

North Central Region, to examine their performance and its relation

to characteristics of the adjusters, and to provide other information

that will be helpful in specifying provisions for an adjuster for a

particular market.

The United States Department of Agriculture has used supply-

demand adjusters as an aid in complying with the interpreted intent

of the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act to establish prices for

milk for fluid use that reflect conditions affecting supplies and con-

sumption in individual markets.
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The extent to which a supply-demand adjuster affects the balance

between milk receipts and Class I sales in a market appears to depend

largely on its effectiveness in shifting milk between the fluid market

concerned and alternative outlets. Indication of such shifts was found

in the outer zones of the Chicago milkshed. The quantity of milk

supplied to the Chicago pool by plants in that area varied considerably

in response to changes in the differential above manufacturing prices

reflected in returns from the Chicago market. In large measure, the

changes in the volume of milk received in the Chicago pool from these

zones were brought about by plants shifting into and out of the Chi-

cago market. Shifts of this type possibly are less pronounced where

milk prices are farther above manufacturing price levels than they

were in this area of northwestern Wisconsin.

The effect of an adjuster on price is influenced by the ratio used as

a standard, by the width of the tolerance zone allowed around that

standard, if any, and by the rate of and limits to adjustment. Its

behavior also depends on the length of the base period, on whether the

ratio is computed by dividing receipts by Class I sales or vice versa,

and on whether an accelerator or accumulator is employed. The ad-

justers used in Midwestern markets vary widely in these and other

characteristics.

Adjuster operation was studied in detail in six markets Chicago,

Detroit (now Southern Michigan), St. Louis, Cleveland (now North-

eastern Ohio), Kansas City, and Minneapolis-St. Paul. The adjusters

in these markets exhibited much of the diversity in characteristics and

behavior of all adjusters used in the region. Supply-demand adjust-

ments in some cases amounted to 20 percent or more of the Class I

differential, but they commonly amounted to less than 5 percent of the

Class I price, and to less than 4 percent of the blend price.

A major purpose of adjusters is to help maintain a normal ratio of

producer receipts to Class I sales on a year-round basis. This normal

relationship varies among markets. It has commonly been based on

past experience, and so has taken into account the proportion of sur-

plus milk that has been characteristic of the market.

In computing supply-demand adjustments, standard utilization per-

centages are used to indicate this basic relationship between producer

receipts and Class I sales. If seasonal or day-of-the-week surpluses

change considerably in magnitude, these percentages may need to be

modified. However, only one-fifth of the Midwestern markets having

independently computed supply-demand adjusters in November, 1960,

then had average annual standard utilization percentages that differed

by more than five points from those initially used.
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Adjusters in the six markets varied widely in sensitivity to changes
in the ratio of producer receipts to Class I sales. The two adjusters

using 12-month bases, especially the Chicago adjuster, did not respond
as greatly to changes in the receipts-Class I sales relationship as did

those adjusters using 2-month bases. The latter were sensitive to tran-

sitory fluctuations in the relationship of supplies to fluid sales. Some of

these short-term fluctuations were due to variations in numbers of

early-in-the-week and late-in-the-week periods in different 2-month

intervals. Fluctuations attributable to differences in the numbers of

these periods included in the comparison should not affect price.

Differences between 2-month and 12-month bases in responsiveness

to changes in the ratio of producer receipts to Class I sales are pri-

marily in the extent and duration of the response. Short-base adjusters

respond more sharply, and the response is shorter in duration than

that of long-base adjusters. Though the immediate effect is less, an

adjuster with a 12-month base will be affected by any significant devi-

ation from the normal relationship of producer receipts to Class I sales

which, if not offset by other changes, will continue to affect it for a year.

Over a 12-month period, however, offsetting changes are more likely to

occur than over a 2-month period. The greater sensitivity of adjusters

with 2-month bases does not assure that price adjustments necessarily

will come when they are most needed. Moreover, such adjustments

may be too short-lived to allow time for much of a response to take

place in supplies. Nevertheless no evidence was found that producer

receipts were in better balance with Class I sales in markets with

adjusters that used 12-month bases than in markets with adjusters that

used 2-month bases.

Contraseasonal changes have not been troublesome with adjusters

that use a 12-month base. However, despite periodic changes in the

monthly schedule of standard utilization percentages, contraseasonal

changes and fluctuations that reflect inadequacies in the seasonal fac-

tors used have been a problem with some adjusters that use 2-month

bases. With these adjusters the problem can be eased, though not

eliminated, by the use of moving indexes of seasonality.

Supply-demand adjustments contributed to fluctuations in inter-

market Class I price differences in the majority of the intermarket

price comparisons made. In some cases, adjustments rather persistently

increased or decreased the size of the intermarket price differential.

Continuing minus supply-demand adjustments apparently were one of

the factors that induced several plants in northwestern Wisconsin to

take all or part of their milk out of the Chicago pool in the mid-1950's.
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Three of these plants shifted milk to the Minneapolis-St. Paul market.

Marketing firms may make responses to adjusters other than those

intended by the USDA. In recent years negotiated premiums above

federal order prices have been obtained most of the time in Chicago
and Detroit, and to a lesser extent in the other markets studied. In

most instances when premiums were obtained, adjusters were deduct-

ing from the Class I price and the premiums offset, or more than offset,

the effects of the adjusters. In such cases, producer groups nullified

the effects of negative supply-demand adjusters through negotiation

with handlers. One of the other possibilities, being exploited in one of

the six markets, is that producer organizations may hold milk off the

market to add to the adjustment. Another possible approach is to

request the suspension of large negative adjustments. Few suspensions,

however, have been granted in markets studied.

Supply-demand adjusters can also be affected by the activities of

handlers. When handlers operate plants in two or more markets, the

shifting of supplies between these plants can affect the supply side of

the market. Large handlers can also affect the demand side of the

market by altering sales promotion activities or shifting the source of

milk for out-of-area sales when more than one source is available.

To demonstrate the relation of the mechanism of an adjuster to its

behavior, the movements of six adjusters were tested using data for

Kansas City in a period of wide changes in the relationship of producer

receipts to Class I sales. Under these conditions, an adjuster using a

simple 2-month mover fluctuated widely. An accumulator reduced the

extremes of these fluctuations, as did standard utilization percentages

that used moving indexes of seasonality. A 12-month base, however,

was sufficiently more stable than a 2-month base that the adjuster using

it was least erratic, even when it was used in conjunction with an

accelerator. If an adjuster is used, it is desirable for it to respond

promptly and decisively to an important change in the relationship of

producer receipts to Class I sales, including a change which is the

initial indication of a developing trend in that relationship. However,
a 2-month base, which gives such a response, has the disadvantage of

reflecting, in excessive fluctuations in the adjustment, many short-term

changes in the relationship that are of little or no significance, including

some which result merely from day-of-the-week fluctuations in sales.

This study suggests tentative criteria for consideration in determin-

ing the mechanics of a supply-demand adjuster. The suggestions as-

sume adjusters were adopted to help maintain an acceptable over-all

balance between supplies of milk from producers and Class I sales.
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To accomplish this, the mechanism that moves an adjuster should pro-

vide a dependable indication of important changes in the relationship

between producer receipts and Class I sales. This indication should

be little affected by changes in the seasonal pattern of that relationship,

or by transitory or illusory fluctuations in the relationship.

Options in the adjuster mechanism, such as moving seasonality

indexes and adjustments for differences in the number of late-week

periods for use in conjunction with 2-month movers, an accelerator or

accumulator, or a tolerance zone, modify the effect of the mover on

price. By careful selection of options, the adjustment obtained from a

2-month mover may be modified in the direction of the adjustment
obtained from a 12-month mover, and vice versa. Nevertheless the

difference in response of movers involving these two commonly used

base periods is so pronounced that the choice between them is likely to

be a major factor influencing the behavior of the adjuster.
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